Fighting Big Money, Empowering People: A Delaware Agenda
As Delawareans, we share a strong tradition of democratic government run of, by and for the people. We
expect our government to serve us based on the consent of the governed, with voters, not money, driving
decisions. We will not stand by and allow the corrosive influence of big money in politics and the corrupting
force of partisan politics to go unchecked, drowning out the voice of the people and undermining
confidence in government. We expect leadership that puts voters back at the center of our democracy.
Delaware lawmakers should commit to these five principles of democracy: 1. Everyone participates; 2.
Everyone’s voice is heard; 3. Everyone knows who is trying to influence our views and our
representatives; 4. Everyone plays by fair, common-sense rules; 5. Everyone is held accountable, with
enforceable penalties to deter bad behavior.
If elected, will you endorse, prioritize and work aggressively to:

YES

LIMIT THE INFLUENCE OF BIG MONEY in Delaware politics by opposing
attempts to increase contribution limits for candidates and political parties?
LIMIT THE INFLUENCE OF LOBBYISTS in Dover by banning gifts from lobbyists
to elected officials?

NO

X
X

MAKE EVERYONE’S CONTRIBUTION MATTER by establishing a public financing
system in Delaware that amplifies small campaign contributions while reducing
the reliance on large contributions?
ENSURE FULL TRANSPARENCY by requiring donors to disclose their employer
and occupation, as recommended in the Veasey Report?
PROTECT EVERYONE’S RIGHT TO VOTE by supporting same-day registration at
the polling places, as well as no-excuse absentee voting?
PREVENT GERRYMANDERING by establishing a new redistricting
process that is nonpartisan, independent, and transparent?

X
X
X

HOLD LEGISLATORS ACCOUNTABLE by strengthening the power of the
Public Integrity Commission?
COMMENTS:

The five principles at the top of the page are things I am willing to commit to, however,
the 7 questions that follow have not been top of mind among most of the voters I have
spoken with to date. In full transparency, I cannot commit high priority and
aggressively working towards these as a reflection of the voters I would represent.
The definition of "big money" is key, as right now, I do not see it as a factor in DE.

Signed:

Printed Name: Michael Nagorski

Date: 10-19-16

Office/District: Candidate, 25th District

When completed, please return to fightbigmoneydelaware@gmail.com

